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The workers in the field carry a bag
with them to receive any purslane or
other plant that may have been missed
or allowed to grow to flowering size.
Alllarge weeds are carried to the edge
of the field and thrown into heaps to.

rot. There are a few fields that are
free enough of weeds to grow a crop
without some hand weeding; this should
be done with a knife, i.c. large weeds
should not be pulled' whenvfgrowlog^Vim
the row. For this purpose there are
knives made, which may be obtained
from most supply stores, but an old
case knife may be bent into shape
without costing as much. . The point
is turned up to lessen the danger of
hacking into the plant as it is being
used. The ordinary garden hoes do
not work well in the onion fields; a
wornout one that has been cut down to

For hand cultivation the double wheel
hoe is undoubtedly the best machine
now on the market. Whatever tool is
used it should not penetrate the ground
more than an inch and inno case touch
the bulb of the plant. If the field is tD
be cultivated by horse power it willre-
quire a plow made especially for that
purpose. There is no difficulty in
training a horse or mule to do the
work well and a great deal of hard work
can be avoided by using one. In the
onion growing sections the land is too
costly to permit the use of a horse so
the wheel hoes are used exclusively:

saying but in cultivating onions we
must be careful that it is done proper-
ly. There are just two points to be
kept Inmind: the first Is to keep the
weeds down, and the second is to con-
serve the moisture in the soil. The

former cf these is well understood by
all gardeners and needs but to be men-
tioned; the second, however, is usually
overlooked; many people recognize the
value of working land during dry times,

but do not know why It has the desired
effect on the crop. At least an inch
of loose soil should be kept on the
ground as a mulch during dry times.

Of all the crops that we grow there
is none that requires more attention in

the manipulation of the land previous
to planting than this one does. A

strong reason why this vegetable is not

more largely raised in the south, for
the market is that so many people do

not go into vegetable growing with a
view to sticking .to it. In the onion

growing districts land is said to im-«

prove with each ~rop that is removed
from it. Land that has been cropped

for twenty years is raising better crops

now than the neighboring land that is

just being cleaned for that purpose.

SOIL

A sandy loam, with a clay sub-soil
will give excellent returns, provided

there is an abundance of humus or oth-
er nitrogenous matter present. Most

of our land is subject to too great a

variation in the moisture it;contains.
The roots of the onions do not enter

the soil deeply, so they are easily af-

fected by changes in the upper stratum.

PREPARING THE LAND

In selecting a plot of land be sure to

take one that does not become soggy
inwet weather nor dry during a drought
If the right kind of land is not at hand,

some should be bought that is all right,

not rented, unless one can have the

option of buying it at a fair price. One

should not go into onion raising as a

temporary employment, unless he be

an onion grower from some other sec-

tion, and these need no advice. Where
it is possible to have an artesian well

or other constant supply of water, it
willbe found profitable to irrigate. The
land should be well drained. Put the

under drains close together, so as to

remove the surplus water quickly.
The land should be shallow but thor-

oughly plowed, leaving no particle un-
turned. Remove all roots or sticks or

ether debris before plowing, then har-

row thoroughly, removing every particle
in the form of sticks or straw; even

the roots of last year's grass should be

removed. After trie land has been
thus thoroughly prepared, it should be
allowed to remain two weeks or so be-

fore fertilizing, when it should be stirred
again. *~

SEED

The Bermuda is recommended as
being the best variety for a crop in the
south. There seems to' be a good
deal of difficulty fci obtaining genuine
seed. This is a very important point

In the success of onion growing. There

The subject of onion growing is re-
ceiving considerable attention at the

hands of our Imperial Valley farmers
and as it is a matter on which very

few have had experience we have en-

deavored to find what the experience
and recommendations of other people

in other parts of the country has been

and endeavor to adapt these to our

country. One of the most largely

quoted authors on onion growing is
Professor P. H. Rolfs of the Florida
Agricultural College. In a work entit-

led Vegetable Growing in the South,

for Northern markets he gives the

following general instructions:

'is probably no other crop where so
much depends on obtaining a good
strain of seed.

SEED BED

The seed should be sown in seed
beds or cold frames, prepared with
special care. These may be prepared
a month or so before hand and should
be worked over frequently to have the
fertilizer incorporated into the soil.
These seed beds must be constructed
so the moisture in them can be con-
trolled. If the seed bed is free from

weed seed, as it should be, the rows
may be made about three inches apart

and the seed sown thick enough to
raise about- three thousand plants to
one linear foot (six square feet) <of
standard cold frame. This will give
500 to 750 plants to a row of six feet
long. There is considerable variation
in the number of plants that can be
produced from an ounce of seed; good
gardeners are able to produce, 5,000.

There are so many elements that en-
ter into the question that the number
cannot be exact.

-
When the seed .is

cared for properly it will give plants in
six weeks that are large enough to be

set out. They should be set out before
they are as large as a thin lead pencil.

TIME TO SOW

As inthe case ofpotatoes, one should
watch the northern markets and crops.
Ifonions are selling for a very small
price in the fail, it is clearly not wise
to plant a large crop for early spring,
but seeding time should be delayed a
month or two. A good crop never
fails to bring a fair return; it is quite

unusual to sell any portion of the crop
in the south for less tiaan a dollar a
bushel. The seed may be sown any
time from the tirst of September to
the first of January. The last date
brings it into competition with the crops
raised in the section just north of us,
but the price is not low enough usually
to make the crop cease to be profit-

able. October is a favorite date and
one that brings the crop into market
after the stored crop has been con-

sumed. Immediately after the seed
has been sown in the cold frame the
preparation of the field should be com-
menced.

FERTILIZING

Gocd compost or well-rotted barn- ;

yard manure willbe found excellent
and guano still better. Whatever kind
be used be sure it contains no weed
seed. Ifboth home-made and^ com-
mercial fertilizer are to be used, plow
the -former in, and after the land has
been well worked down, use the latter
broadcast and mix it with the soil by
using a cut-away harrow.

SETTING OUT
The most expensive operation in the

growing of onions in this way is the
setting out. This willbe found to cost
about $40.00 an acre. Boys and girls
willset out 2,000 to 3,000 a day; a
good man can set 4,000 to 5,000, and
as it takes about 160,000 plants to an
acre it willbe seen that it is no small
job. Itis claimed by persons who
have set out several acres that they

\u25a0

CULTIVATION

'\u2666Tillage is manure" is an old true

The seedlings may be removed from
the bed by passing a trowel under the
row and lifting a lot of them at once;

then separate from the soiland trim off
the long roots and leaves. The leaves
are in the way of later cultivation and

the roots bother In planting. If the
roots do not start off readily and the
conditions of temperathre and moisture

are all right a light dressing of nitrate
of soda will be found valuable. Mr.
T. Greiner advises the use of seventy-

five pounds of nitrate s:da to the acre.
Make one application as soon as the
field has been set out and a repetition

of this about every ten days until five
applications have been given. If this

is done when the plan's are free from

dew and rain there willbe no difficulty
from scalding the foliage. It should

not be carrted on too long, as it. will
keep the onions growing after they
should have ripened; this same difficul-
ty willbe experienced if one uses a fer-
tilizer containing an unusual amount of
nitrogen or if one uses a complete fer-
tilizer on muck land.

After the seedlings have grown large
enough to be handled easily they should
be transplanted. Mark the rows off
about twelve inches apart," if they are
to be worked by hand; ifby horse pow-
er the rows must be from twenty to
twenty-four inches apart. A simple
rake-like contrivance that;has teeth at
proper intervals willserve the purpose
of a marker. ,If the marker is wide
enough to mark out six or eight rows
at once, it will be found steadier than

a small one. All that is necessary is

to make a mark for a guide; the lines
or marks need not be deep or broad.
A revolving marker may be made by
fastening a thin rope around a wooden
roller and inserting pegs at proper in-

tervals on the circumference; it will
lay off distances and be a good guide
in planting. Ifthe pegs have been put
so they will make a dot every twelve
inches in the row all that is necessary

is to set a plant in each dot and then
put three between. These dots are

especially desirable if one has boys and
girls at work. For setting the plants a
small flat dibber is used; a home-made
one willserve the purpose as well as
any. A piece of seasoned hardw ood,

one inch square and six long, should be
shaved down to a flat point and a han-
dle fixed across the top. Such a tool
can be made easily and quickly or one
may have a steel one made by a black-
smith; these will be found better, but

where a good many hands are being
worked the item of expense will be
worth considering. Te set the plant,

insert the dibber on the line and press
it from you; set the plant with the other
hand; remove the dibber and set it in

the ground beyond and press the soil
firmly to the plant. This operation
ensures" that the soil will be pressed
firmly about the roots of the plants.
The plants must be set perpendicularly
or &nill-shaped onion willresult. When

one has many hands at work they should
be divided into squads and each placed
under a careful foreman who should
see that the work is done properly and
keep the planters supplied with sets.

can do so at the cost of $20.00 per
acre. Persons who are not familiar
with'onion growing will consider this
an almost insurmountable obstacle,
but when we remember that it does
away with the early weeding and hoeing

the expense willnot be so heavy as it
is first supposed. Twenty dollars is
not sufficient to bring an acre of onions
to four weeks old by the old method
and have the field free from weeds.
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HOW TO GROW ONIONS

VOL. VI

The Methods Used in the South Given in
Detail by Best Authorities

The Onion is a Good Yielder and Pays Big Returns Where Suc-

cessfully Grown. Below Are Given Some Methods that

May Benefit Imperial Valley Farmers.

The primitive method of raising on-

ions is to sow the seed in the field
where the crop is to grow. This meth-
od is still followed in many onion grow-
ing sections. Prepare the land in the
same way as you would for setting out.
Sowing is best done by a seed drill.
Sex the drillso that it will sow from
twelve to thirty-six seed to the linear
foot, according to the variety and ger-
minating quality of the seed. Make
the rows from fifteen to twenty inches
apart. During dry weather the seed is
very slow to germinate. 1 have known

it to lie in the ground for six weeks
without any perceptible change. To
anticipate such a condition one should
mix radish or rape seed with the onion
seed in such proportion that one of
these seeds willbe dropped about every
foot. Radish and rape seed spring up
very quickly and are easily seen. This

willmark the rows so cultivation can
be carr!ed on before the onions are up.

If a beating rain occurs before the on-
ions are up or as they are just appear-
ing it is liable to smother the young

and tender .seedlings, but by cultivating
after a heavy ra.:n the water draws off

irapidly and does less damage. (Of
course this cannot be practiced on

strong clay soil.)
—, 11Js^only-Jn^an exceptional that,

vray on^eeay^femi.^ Keep^Hfi^ixial^
weeds in the middle by the use of a
hoe or a wheel hoe. The weeding or

removing of weeds from the row is at

best a slow and expensive task; often
the workmen have to get down on their
knees and elbows. Only competent
laborers should be employed; incompe-

tent ones are liable to disturb the seed-

THE OLD PLAN

one half its width, so as to leave the
corners acute will work pretty well.
All tools should be kept as sharp as the
steel willpermit; a dull hoe will soon
use up more :!me than would pay for a
new one.
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Buy One of These I
5 or 6 Acre Tracts I

of I
Deeded Land I
Adjoining El Centro I

$100 per acre arid upwards. I
Easy terms., s |

D. H. CHAPLIN. I
El Centro, California I


